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ABSTRACT 49 
Synaptic inhibition plays a fundamental role in the neural computation of the interaural-50 
level difference (ILD), an important cue for the localization of high frequency sound. 51 
Here, we studied the inhibitory synaptic currents in the chicken posterior portion of the 52 
dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (LLDp), the first binaural level difference encoder 53 
of the avian auditory pathway. Using whole-cell recordings in brain slices, we provide 54 
the first evidence confirming a monosynaptic inhibition driven by direct electrical and 55 
chemical stimulation of the contralateral LLDp, establishing the reciprocal inhibitory 56 
connection between the two LLDp, a long-standing assumption in the field. This 57 
inhibition was largely mediated by GABAA receptors, however functional glycine 58 
receptors were also identified. The reversal potential (Erev) for the Cl− channels measured 59 
with gramicidin perforated patch recordings was hyperpolarizing (−88 mV), 60 
corresponding to a low intracellular Cl−  concentration (5.2 mM). Pharmacological 61 
manipulations of KCC2 (outwardly Cl−  transporter) activity demonstrate that LLDp 62 
neurons can maintain a low intracellular Cl−  concentration under a high Cl−  load, 63 
allowing for the maintenance of hyperpolarizing inhibition. We further demonstrate that 64 
hyperpolarizing inhibition was more effective at regulating cellular excitability than 65 
depolarizing inhibition in LLDp neurons.   66 
 67 
Key words: interaural level difference; synaptic inhibition; GABAA receptor; reversal 68 
potential; dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus 69 
 70 
 71 
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Significance Statement: Sensory processing performed by distinct neural circuits 72 
requires proper synaptic inhibitory inputs. Properties of synaptic inhibition, such as 73 
transmitter types and ionic mechanisms of synaptic responses, vary among different 74 
neural circuits. Here, we provide the first physiological evidence demonstrating direct 75 
inhibitory connections between two avian auditory brainstem nuclei that encode 76 
information for sound localization using interaural level difference as a cue. We have 77 
characterized the physiological and pharmacological properties of this synaptic 78 
inhibition, and demonstrate the role of effective hyperpolarizing inhibition in the circuit. 79 
 80 
  81 
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INTRODUCTION  82 
 The location of sound is not encoded by the sensory epithelium, but computed 83 
centrally in the auditory brainstem. Although tympanic auditory organs evolved 84 
independently across tetrapod groups (review in Grothe et al., 2010; Carr and 85 
Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2016), sound localization circuitry shows similarities across 86 
species and relies on the same types of acoustical information to form neural 87 
representations of auditory space. For sounds in the horizontal plane, these circuits rely 88 
on binaural cues such as interaural time differences (ITD) and interaural level differences 89 
(ILD). ITDs are first encoded by the medial superior olive (MSO) in mammals and the 90 
nucleus laminaris (NL) in birds, while ILDs are first encoded in the mammalian lateral 91 
superior olive (LSO) and the avian posterior portion of the dorsal nucleus of the lateral 92 
lemniscus (LLDp; formerly VLVp, nucleus ventralis lemnisci lateralis pars posterior) 93 
(Mogdans and Knudsen, 1994). Much is known of the synaptic properties that enable the 94 
transformation of auditory information in the ITD pathway of birds and mammals, and in 95 
the mammalian ILD pathway (review in Kubke and Carr, 2005; Joris and Yin, 2007; 96 
Grothe et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011). However, the synaptic properties of the avian 97 
ILD pathway remain poorly understood.   98 
 Synaptic inhibition mediated by glycine and GABA plays important roles in ITD 99 
and ILD coding, and distinct differences in synaptic inhibitory mechanisms exist between 100 
the mammalian and avian systems (review in Grothe et al., 2010; Grothe and Pecka, 101 
2014). For ITD coding, precisely timed fast glycinergic inhibition is a hallmark of the 102 
mammalian circuit, whereas slow and sustained GABAergic inhibition is a prominent 103 
feature of the avian circuit, although both transmitter components exist in each circuit 104 
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(e.g. Code and Rubel, 1989; Wu and Kelly, 1992; Stange et al., 2013; Fischl and Burger, 105 
2014). Another important difference is the inhibition in the mammalian circuit switches 106 
from depolarizing to hyperpolarizing during development (Kandler and Friauf, 1995; 107 
Ehrlich et al., 1999), whereas inhibition in the avian ITD circuit remains depolarizing 108 
(Hyson et al., 1995; Lu and Trussell, 2001; Monsivais and Rubel, 2001; Tang et al., 109 
2009). For ILD coding in the LSO, the primary inhibitory input driven by the 110 
contralateral ear is glycinergic and forms the basis of the ILD coding along with the 111 
ipsilateral excitation. The glycinergic inputs to the LSO are hyperpolarizing and 112 
specialized with short time constants and fast receptor kinetics, ensuring registry in 113 
timing between synaptic excitation and inhibition, an essential requirement for ILD 114 
coding (review in Tollin, 2003). Meanwhile, high spiking activity in LSO neurons leads 115 
to the release of GABA from the same neurons, which regulates excitation and inhibition 116 
via retrograde activation of GABAB receptors on the presynaptic terminals, providing an 117 
activity-dependent regulatory mechanism (Magnusson et al., 2008).  118 

In the avian ILD circuit, LLDp neurons receive excitatory input from the 119 
contralateral cochlear nucleus angularis (NA) (Conlee and Parks, 1986; Takahashi and 120 
Konishi, 1988), and receive inhibitory input primarily from the other LLDp, which is 121 
driven by excitatory input originating from the ipsilateral NA (Manley et al., 1988; 122 
Takahashi and Keller, 1992). Of particular interest are the cellular mechanisms of 123 
synaptic inhibition in this circuitry, as it is unknown what cells in the LLDp give rise to 124 
the inhibition, whether both glycine and GABA underlie the inhibition, whether the 125 
inhibition is hyperpolarizing or depolarizing, and whether the cellular specializations are 126 
consistent with our understanding of ILD coding constraints. Additionally, while there is 127 
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a known role for tonic inhibition in the LLDp providing gain modulation to enhance the 128 
reliability of envelop locking in spectrotemporal processing (Steinberg et al., 2013), the 129 
cellular physiology and pharmacology of the inhibition from the reciprocal inputs has not 130 
been well addressed. Most importantly, direct physiological evidence demonstrating 131 
reciprocal inhibitory connections between the two LLDp is lacking. To address these 132 
issues, we determined the physiological properties of the synaptic inhibition in LLDp 133 
neurons using whole-cell and perforated patch clamp recordings from chicken brainstem 134 
slices, combined with pharmacological manipulation and immunohistochemistry.  135 
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MATERIALS AND MEHODS 136 
 137 
Slice preparation and in vitro whole-cell recordings (WCR) 138 
 Brainstem slices (300 μm in thickness) were prepared from white leghorn chick 139 
embryos (E17–E19) of both sexes, as described previously (Tang et al., 2011). While the 140 
majority of LLDp studies have historically used barn owls as the avian model, the ILD 141 
circuitry appears to be conserved anatomically between avian species (Kubke and Carr, 142 
2000; Wild et al., 2010). One in vivo study has shown that the chicken LLDp is able to 143 
encode ILD (Sato et al., 2010), so we used the chick as our animal model. The selected 144 
age ranges (E17-E19) represent relative maturation of cellular properties in avian 145 
auditory brainstem neurons (Gao and Lu, 2008), and is developmentally equivalent to 146 
postnatal day 17-19 rodents. The warm (35 °C) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) used 147 
for dissecting and slicing the brain tissue contained the following (in mM): 250 glycerol, 148 
3 KCl, 1.2 KH2PO4, 20 NaHCO3, 3 HEPES, 1.2 CaCl2, 5 MgCl2, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4 149 
(when gassed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2). The procedures have been approved by the 150 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Northeast Ohio Medical University and 151 
are in accordance with NIH policies on animal use. Slices were incubated in an interface 152 
chamber at 34–36°C for >1 h in normal ACSF containing the following (in mM): 130 153 
NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 3 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4. For 154 
recording, slices were transferred to a 0.5 ml chamber mounted on a Zeiss Axioskop 2 FS 155 
Plus microscope with a 40× water-immersion objective and infrared differential 156 
interference contrast optics. The chamber was continuously superfused with ACSF (2-5 157 
mL/min) by gravity.  158 
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 Patch pipettes were drawn on an Electrode Puller PP-830 (Narishige) to 1–2 μm 159 
tip diameter using borosilicate glass micropipettes (inner diameter of 0.84 mm, outer 160 
diameter 1.5 mm) (World Precision Instruments). The electrodes had resistances between 161 
3 and 6 MΩ when filled with a solution containing the following (in mM): 125 K-162 
gluconate, 5 Na-gluconate, 10 NaCl, 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES(K), 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 4 ATP-163 
Mg, 0.48 GTP-Na, pH 7.3 (adjusted with KOH and osmolarity between 280 and 290 164 
mOsm/L). Therefore, a Cl−  concentration of 14 mM in the internal solution was used in 165 
WCR. Biocytin (0.1%) was added to the internal solution to reveal cell morphology and 166 
location. The liquid junction potential was 13 mV, and data were corrected accordingly. 167 
Voltage- and current-clamp experiments were performed with an AxoPatch 200B and an 168 
AxoClamp 2B amplifier, respectively (Molecular Devices). Recordings were performed 169 
under warm temperatures (34–36°C). Voltage-clamp recordings were obtained at a 170 
holding potential of −73 mV, and current-clamp recordings were obtained at the resting 171 
membrane potential (RMP). Data were low-pass filtered at 3–10 kHz and digitized with a 172 
Data Acquisition Interface ITC-18 (Instrutech) at 50 kHz. Recording protocols were 173 
written and run using the acquisition and analysis software AxoGraph X (AxoGraph 174 
Scientific). 175 
 All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich except for gabazine (SR 176 
95531), which was obtained from Tocris, and DNQX, which was obtained from Abcam. 177 
 178 
Electrical stimulation experiments 179 
 Extracellular stimulation was performed using concentric bipolar electrodes with 180 
a tip core diameter of 127 μm (World Precision Instruments). The stimulating electrodes 181 
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were placed using a Micromanipulator NMN-25 (Narishige) and were positioned medial 182 
to the LLD (medial stimulation), or directly in the contralateral LLDp (contralateral 183 
stimulation) to activate the inhibitory afferent fibers. Such placement of the stimulating 184 
electrodes could evoke one of the following responses in a particular recorded LLDp 185 
neuron under normal ACSF perfusion: IPSC only, or IPSC plus EPSC. The observation 186 
of the responses in the second category was rarely seen during contralateral LLDp 187 
stimulation. IPSCs and IPSPs were isolated pharmacologically with an antagonist for 188 
AMPARs (50 μM DNQX) in all stimulation experiments. NMDARs were not blocked in 189 
experiments where the membrane potential was held at levels more negative than −20 190 
mV, with presumably minimal activation of NMDARs because of the Mg2+ block of the 191 
receptors. For gramicidin experiments where the membrane holding potential was 192 
stepped to levels more depolarized than −20 mV, APV (25 μM) was also included to 193 
block the NMDAR-mediated current. GABAergic and glycinergic currents and potentials 194 
were confirmed by bath application of GABAAR antagonist gabazine (10 μM) and 195 
glycine receptor antagonist strychnine (1 μM), respectively.  196 
Agonist puff experiments 197 
 Puff application of muscimol (10 µM) and glycine (500 µM) was used to 198 
determine the presence of GABAA and glycine receptors, respectively. Puff electrodes 199 
were drawn on an Electrode Puller PP-830 (Narishige) to a 5 μm tip diameter using 200 
borosilicate glass micropipettes (VWR) and filled with ACSF containing the appropriate 201 
agonist (pH 7.4). To elicit the maximal response, the puff electrode was placed 20–30 μm 202 
from the cell body and the solution was pressure ejected at 5–10 psi for 25–50 ms using a 203 
Picospritzer. Experiments were recorded in presence of DNQX (50 μM) and receptor 204 
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activation was confirmed by bath application of the respective antagonists, gabazine (10 205 
μM) and strychnine (1 μM).  206 
Gramicidin perforated patch recordings 207 

Gramicidin perforated patch recordings allow electrical access to neurons without 208 
disturbing the native Cl−  concentration (Kyrozis and Reichling, 1995). The intracellular 209 
pipette solution contained (in mM): 140 KCl, 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2  210 
(pH adjusted with KOH to 7.4, and osmolarity measured between 280 and 290 mOsm/L). 211 
The use of a high Cl−  concentration (145 mM, equal to the extracellular Cl−  212 
concentration) allowed us to detect when a perforated patch broke into whole-cell mode, 213 
which would result in a Cl−  equilibrium potential at around zero mV. The tip of the patch 214 
pipette was filled with the high Cl−  solution, and then backfilled by syringe with the 215 
same solution containing gramicidin dissolved in DMSO with a final concentration of 5–216 
25 μg/mL.  The liquid junction potential was 5 mV and data were corrected accordingly. 217 
The initial series resistance after gigaohm seal formation exceeded 100 MΩ, but could 218 
decline down to 20–40 MΩ within 30 min, at which time data acquisition began. 219 
Recordings were discarded if the perforated patch ruptured, as indicated by an abrupt 220 
drop in series resistance and the measure of IPSC reversal potential at around zero mV.   221 

 222 
Anatomical experiments 223 
 The LLD was easily recognized as a heavily myelinated ovoid region at the lateral 224 
margin of coronal brainstem slices medial and ventral to the semilunar nucleus in fresh 225 
tissue slices (Fig. 1A,B). The border of the LLDp was distinguished by a medial lamina, 226 
such that cells were sampled from the lateral portion of the LLD, which corresponds to 227 
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the LLDp (Heil and Scheich, 1986). Slices containing biocytin-filled cells were fixed in 228 
4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer overnight and were processed with 229 
Vectastain ABC Elite Kit (Vector Labs).  Neurons recorded from outside the designated 230 
boundaries were discarded. For Nissl stained tissue (P2–P9, n = 2), 50 μm thick slices 231 
were mounted and dried, stained with cresyl violet, dehydrated, permanently 232 
coverslipped with Permount (Fisher Scientific), and photographed under standard bright-233 
field illumination.  234 

The reagents for immunostaining were purchased from Sigma unless otherwise 235 
indicated. To study the distribution of inhibitory neurons, expression of GAD65/67 in post-236 
hatch chickens (P2–P10, n = 5) was determined using a specific polyclonal antibody 237 
against GAD65/67 (Millipore). Hatchlings were deeply anesthetized with Fatal-Plus 238 
(Vortech Pharmaceuticals Ltd) and transcardially perfused with PFA. The brains were 239 
dissected out, post-fixed in PFA for 2 h at room temperature (RT) and then overnight 240 
(O/N) at 4°C, rinsed thoroughly in PBS (pH 7.4), and vibratome sliced (50 μm in 241 
thickness). The free-floating sections were rinsed in PBS. Endogenous peroxidase 242 
activity was quenched for 30 min in 3% H2O2 (in 80% methanol-PBS), and nonspecific 243 
binding sites were blocked for 2 h in 5% normal goat serum (in 0.5% Triton X-100-PBS), 244 
followed by a block for endogenous avidin and then biotin, for 15 min each (Vector 245 
Labs). Sections were incubated with the primary antibody (GAD65/67: 1:1000 in 2% 246 
normal goat serum, O/N at RT, Millipore CAT# AB1511 RRID: AB_11210186), 247 
followed by incubation with the biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:200) 248 
(Vector Labs) for 2 h at RT. The signal was amplified using an avidin-biotin-horseradish 249 
peroxidase-based system (Vector Labs). Sections were rinsed in Tris-buffered saline 250 
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(TBS, pH 7.4) prior to being reacted with DAB enhanced with osmium, and allowed to 251 
air dry (O/N at RT). Sections were coverslipped using Permount (Fisher Scientific). 252 
Negative control experiments were performed with omission of the primary antibody or 253 
secondary antibody. Images were taken with a high-resolution CCD camera system 254 
(SPOT camera; Diagnostic Instruments) mounted on an Olympus Provis AX70 255 
microscope. 256 
Data analysis 257 
 The RMP was determined immediately after whole-cell mode was established. 258 
Events of sIPSCs were detected by a template function using a function for product of 259 
exponentials, f(t) = [1−exp(−t/rise time)] × exp(−t/decay tau), where t stands for time and 260 
tau for time constant. The values of the parameters for the template are: amplitude of −40 261 
pA, rise time of 0.6 ms, decay tau of 10 ms, with a template baseline of 30 ms and a 262 
template length of 30 ms. These parameters were determined based on an average of 263 
visually detected synaptic events. The detection threshold is threefold the noise standard 264 
deviation, which detects most of the events with the least number of false positives. The 265 
average of detected events for each cell was obtained using AxoGraph to measure rise 266 
time, amplitude, and decay tau. The reversal potential was determined by plotting the 267 
membrane holding potential against the peak current amplitude and calculating the x-268 
intercept based on a line of best fit. Internal Cl−  concentration was calculated using the 269 
Nernst equation. Normalized spike probability was calculated by subtracting the number 270 
of action potentials (APs) during contralateral stimulation from the baseline number of 271 
APs and averaging this difference from a minimum of 4 repetitions per experimental 272 
condition.  273 
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Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS (v23, IBM) and plotted using Igor 274 
Pro (v6.01, Wavemetrics). Means and SEM are reported. Statistical differences were 275 
determined by two-tailed independent t-test to compare values from medial and 276 
contralateral stimulation groups and by a one-way ANOVA for experiments with 277 
multiple drug treatment groups. Comparisons of values obtained within the same cell 278 
were made using a paired t-test, or repeated measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) when 279 
more than two measurements were made over time. The normalized spike probability for 280 
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing inhibition was compared across four different levels of 281 
inhibition by a two-way ANOVA. When significant differences were observed in an 282 
ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD post hoc analysis was conducted to determine individual group 283 
differences. For significant differences observed in a two-way ANOVA or RM-ANOVA, 284 
a Bonferroni-corrected paired-comparison was conducted for individual sample 285 
comparisons. Significant differences were defined as a value of p < 0.05. 286 
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RESULTS 287 
1. Synaptic inhibition in the LLDp is largely GABAergic  288 
 In barn owl, the LLDp contains neurons positive for glutamic acid decarboxylase 289 
(GAD) (Carr et al., 1989), and GABA has been proposed to be the major 290 
neurotransmitter for the inhibition (Takahashi et al., 1995). However, in vivo application 291 
of bicuculline, a GABAA receptor antagonist, does not consistently block the inhibition 292 
produced by sound stimulation of the ipsilateral ear (Adolphs, 1993), suggesting possible 293 
involvement of other inhibitory transmitters. To determine the inhibitory 294 
neurotransmitters in this circuit of the chicken, synaptic inhibition was evoked with 295 
electrical stimulation via a bipolar concentric tungsten electrode placed directly medial to 296 
the LLD in the commissure of Probst, which contains the projecting fibers from the 297 
contralateral LLDp (Fig. 1C). Whole-cell recordings were performed in the presence of 298 
DNQX (50 μM, AMPAR antagonist) to isolate inhibitory responses. In most cells, 299 
evoked IPSC (eIPSC) amplitude was not affected by bath application of glycine receptor 300 
antagonist (strychnine, 1 μM), but eIPSCs were abolished by GABAAR antagonist 301 
application (gabazine, 10 μM) (Fig. 1D, E). However, an additional glycinergic 302 
component in eIPSCs was occasionally observed (3 out of 13 cells), suggesting that 303 
LLDp neurons may also receive glycinergic inhibition (Fig. 1F). Average amplitude for 304 
medial GABAergic eIPSCs was −453.5 ± 86.0 pA (n = 10, Fig. 1G). Average 20–80% 305 
rise time was 0.54 ± 0.07 ms (n = 10, Fig. 1H) and the decay tau was 9.3 ± 1.7 ms (n = 306 
10, Fig. 1I). These results indicate that the major inhibitory inputs to the LLDp are 307 
GABAergic, with similar pharmacology and kinetics to the inhibitory inputs to NA 308 
neurons (Kuo et al., 2009) where the excitatory inputs to LLDp originate. 309 
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2.  LLDp neurons have functional GABAA and glycine receptors 310 
 To further investigate the prevalence of mixed GABAergic and glycinergic input 311 
to LLDp neurons, we used puff application (5–10 psi, duration: 25–50 ms) of GABAA 312 
receptor agonist (muscimol, 10 μM), glycine receptor agonist (glycine, 0.5 mM), or a 313 
combination of both agonists, to activate the receptors and bypass the presynaptic release 314 
of transmitters (Fig. 2A). Puff application of muscimol (Fig. 2B) and glycine (Fig. 2C) 315 
elicited IPSCs in all cells tested and the IPSCs were blocked by their respective 316 
antagonists, gabazine (10 μM) and strychnine (1 μM), suggesting that both GABA and 317 
glycine can affect LLDp neurons. The average amplitude of IPSCs evoked from 318 
application of muscimol (−168.1 ± 42.4 pA, n = 7), glycine (−136.1 ± 19 pA, n = 11), and 319 
both agonists (−97.1± 14.2 pA, n = 5, p = 0.41, ANOVA), did not significantly differ 320 
(Fig. 2D). The response to both agonists was equal to or smaller than the response to each 321 
individual agonist, suggesting interference between the two transmitter systems 322 
(Trombley et al., 1999). The response to glycine in all cells tested is in contrast to the 323 
observation that a small portion of LLDp neurons had a glycinergic eIPSC component 324 
(Fig. 1F), suggesting that activation of the glycinergic component may require 325 
heightened stimulation in both temporal and frequency domains (Fischl et al., 2014), or 326 
activation of a distinct synaptic input other than the medial pathway. 327 
 Given the evidence that LLDp neurons have functional glycine receptors, we 328 
hypothesized that there should be functional glycinergic inputs as well. To test this, we 329 
recorded spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSCs) and pharmacologically blocked glycine receptors 330 
(strychnine, 1 μM) or GABAA receptors (gabazine, 10 μM) to isolate the GABAergic and 331 
glycinergic sIPSCs, respectively (Fig. 2E, F). The amplitude of sIPSCs was not 332 
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significantly different between groups (mixed: −28.2 ± 5.1 pA, n = 7; GABAergic: −37.6 333 
± 6.0 pA, n = 3; glycinergic: −29.5 ± 7.1 pA, n = 3, p = 0.57, ANOVA, Fig. 2G), nor was 334 
the 20–80% rise time (mixed: 0.70 ± 0.1 ms, n = 7; GABAergic: 0.81 ± 0.1 ms, n = 3; 335 
glycinergic: 0.55 ± 0.1 ms, n = 3, p = 0.16, ANOVA, Fig. 2H). However, the decay tau 336 
was significantly larger for GABAergic sIPSCs (8.1 ± 1.4 ms, n = 3, p = 0.008, ANOVA 337 
post hoc Fisher’s) than glycinergic sIPSCs (2.8 ± 0.4 ms, n = 3), but was not significantly 338 
different from the mixed sIPSCs (5.4 ± 0.9 ms, n = 7, p = 0.062, Fig. 2I). Only 3 of 6 339 
neurons had detectable glycinergic sIPSCs during pharmacological isolation, but 340 
GABAergic sIPSCs were always present. Together, these results support that the major 341 
inhibitory inputs to the LLDp are GABAergic. Glycinergic inputs may target only a 342 
subset of LLDp neurons, or be activated only under specific conditions.  343 
 344 
3.  IPSCs can be evoked electrically or chemically from activation of the 345 
contralateral LLDp 346 
 The contralateral LLDp is believed to be the major source of inhibition in the 347 
avian ILD coding circuit, which has been supported by experiments in both owl (Manley 348 
et al., 1988; Carr et al., 1989; Takahashi and Keller, 1992; Adolphs, 1993) and chicken 349 
(Sato et al., 2010). Here we report the first direct physiological evidence of a 350 
monosynaptic connection between the LLDp in vitro. The medial stimulation in the 351 
commissure of Probst is likely to activate the projecting fibers from the contralateral 352 
LLDp, but it may also activate inhibitory inputs from other unknown sources. To better 353 
isolate the inhibitory inputs from the opposite LLDp, a bipolar concentric tungsten 354 
electrode was placed directly in the contralateral LLDp; a second stimulating electrode 355 
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was also placed medial to the LLDp for a subset of cells to compare the evoked responses 356 
(Fig. 3A). Within the same cell, both medial (Fig. 3B) and contralateral (Fig. 3C) eIPSCs 357 
were not affected by AMPAR antagonist application (DNQX, 50 μM), confirming that 358 
the major projection between the LLDp is monosynaptic. If it were not monosynaptic 359 
(i.e., the inhibitory input is driven by another glutamatergic neuron located between the 360 
stimulation site and the recorded cell), the contralateral, but not the medial eIPSCs, would 361 
diminish upon blocking AMPARs. Activation of synaptic inputs by directly stimulating 362 
the contralateral LLDp in a 300 µm-thick slice was achieved in more than half of cells 363 
tested (40 out of 65; 62%), which indicates that the fiber connections between the two 364 
LLDp in a coronal section are preserved and they project in a generally straightforward 365 
path across the midline, consistent with the anatomical observation in barn owl 366 
(Takahashi and Keller, 1992). The lack of contralateral response in the rest of the tested 367 
cells can be explained by differences in the preservation of fibers within the slice, 368 
variations in the placement of the stimulating electrode, or perhaps differences in 369 
contralateral inputs to cells. Contralateral eIPSC amplitude (−80.3 ± 11.3, n = 10, Fig. 370 
3D) was significantly smaller compared to medial eIPSC amplitude (−454.1 ± 86.2 pA, n 371 
= 10, p = 0.002, t-test), reflecting limited recruitment of afferent neurons/fibers by the 372 
contralateral stimulation. As expected from the long distance between the two LLDp (~4 373 
mm), the response latency was approximately five-fold longer in contralateral eIPSCs 374 
than the medial eIPSCs (contralateral: 6.2 ± 2.9 ms, n = 10, Fig. 3E; medial: 1.4 ± 0.4 ms, 375 
n = 10, p < 0.001, t-test, data not shown). The 20–80% rise time for contralateral eIPSCs 376 
averaged 0.7 ± 0.3 ms (n = 10, Fig. 3F), and decay tau was 7.0 ± 4.3 ms (n = 10, Fig. 377 
3G).   378 
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The establishment of the reciprocal inhibitory connection between the two LLDp 379 
is critical for understanding the avian ILD coding mechanism. To substantiate the results 380 
obtained with the contralateral electrical stimulation, we chemically activated the 381 
contralateral LLDp neurons and recorded responses in the ipsilateral LLDp (Fig. 3H). A 382 
pipette filled with ACSF containing 150–300 μM glutamate was placed above the 383 
contralateral LLDp for puff application (5–10 psi, 100 ms pulse, 0.5 Hz). To search for 384 
synaptic connections, the puff pipette was moved in a dorsal to ventral fashion while 385 
recording from a neuron in the ipsilateral LLDp. Once evoked activity was observed, 386 
glutamate was puff applied for 10 s under the following conditions: puff glutamate, puff 387 
glutamate during inhibition blockers (gabazine and strychnine), and wash. Glutamate 388 
receptors were not blocked because that would disable the chemical activation of the 389 
inhibitory neurons in the contralateral LLDp. Amplitude, inter-event interval (IEI), 20–390 
80% rise time, and decay tau of postsynaptic currents (PSCs) were measured before and 391 
during glutamate application. For a single LLDp neuron with a strong response (Fig. 3I), 392 
the evoked PSCs were larger in amplitude (−120.6 ± 3.5 pA) than the PSCs under control 393 
(−34.4 ± 1.2 pA). The responses diminished upon puff glutamate during inhibition 394 
blockers (−27.0 ± 1.3 pA), and recovered partially after wash of the inhibition blockers 395 
(−46.4 ± 0.1 pA) (Fig. 3I-L). Distributions of PSC amplitude (Fig. 3M) show a bimodal 396 
distribution of PSCs during glutamate puff (upper right), with a population of PSCs 397 
greater than 100 pA, which was not seen in the other conditions. This supports that the 398 
PSCs evoked by the contralateral puff of glutamate are a separate population of synaptic 399 
events from the background activity. Additionally, the contralateral puff evoked PSCs 400 
were abolished with the addition of the inhibition blockers (Fig. 3M, bottom left), 401 
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supporting that excitation of the contralateral LLDp gives rise to inhibitory 402 
neurotransmitter release in the ipsilateral LLDp. The average IEI of PSCs during puff 403 
glutamate was shorter (20.1 ± 1.0 ms, Fig. 3N) than control PSCs (81.9 ± 4.4 ms) and 404 
PSCs during puff glutamate in the presence of inhibition blockers (67.3 ± 9.2 ms), with 405 
recovery seen during the wash condition (45.8 ± 1.1 ms). The success of finding a 406 
contralateral LLDp region to which puffed glutamate evoked PSCs in the ipsilateral 407 
recorded cell was low (4 out of 19 cells), which may be a result of the small contralateral 408 
area stimulated or insufficient depolarization of contralateral LLDp neurons by puffed 409 
glutamate. Responses were most commonly seen when the glutamate application was in a 410 
similar region to the recorded cell (i.e. dorsal or ventral). In addition to the robust 411 
response to the contralateral glutamate puff, responses consisting of shorter bursts of 412 
PSCs or transient inward currents were also observed (Fig. 3O-Q). Taken together, these 413 
results support that activation of the contralateral LLDp directly drives an inhibitory input 414 
to the other LLDp. 415 
 416 
4.  Intrinsic regulation of the reversal potential (Erev) of IPSCs in LLDp neurons 417 
 Interestingly, the IPSC Erev in LLDp neurons showed time-dependent changes. 418 
Based on the Cl−  concentrations in the internal solution (14 mM) used for WCR and in 419 
ACSF (141 mM), the calculated reversal of IPSCs was −61 mV, such that IPSCs 420 
recorded at a holding potential of −73 mV were inward currents. However, many neurons 421 
shifted from an inward IPSC to an outward IPSC during recording (Fig. 4A-C). This is 422 
presumably due to a reduction of intracellular Cl−  concentration, suggesting that Erev 423 
changed over time. The polarity shift of eIPSCs was typically observed within 20 minutes 424 
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of recording (n = 16, Fig. 4C). We hypothesized that if the LLDp neurons were reducing 425 
the internal Cl−  concentration, it may occur through the K-Cl cotransporter, KCC2.  426 
KCC2 was selected as a potential driver of the Cl−  concentration shift because KCC2 can 427 
maintain low intracellular Cl−  concentrations through Cl−  extrusion and can be 428 
modulated in an activity-dependent manner (review in Ben-Ari, 2002; Blaesse et al., 429 
2009; Chamma et al., 2012). To test this, the IPSC Erev was measured under the following 430 
conditions: inward IPSC (control), outward IPSC (post polarity shift), and after 10 431 
minutes bath application of furosemide (0.5 mM), a KCC2 antagonist. The maximal 432 
eIPSC amplitude was determined within the first 30 s after whole-cell break-in, and was 433 
monitored with a single pulse (0.17 Hz) until the polarity shift occurred and became 434 
stable, at which point furosemide was bath applied (Fig. 4D), and eIPSCs at varying 435 
holding potentials were obtained in order to calculate Erev (Fig. 4E, F). For the 4 out of 5 436 
neurons that responded to furosemide, IPSCs reversed at −68.0 mV ± 3.8 mV in the 437 
control condition. The eIPSCs became outward on average by 10 minutes post whole-cell 438 
break-in (polarity shift) and resulted in a significant hyperpolarization of Erev to −77.3 ± 439 
8.9 mV (p = 0.036, RM-ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni). The suppression of KCC2 440 
activity with furosemide returned Erev values that did not significantly differ from 441 
baseline (−57.0 ± 12.2 mV, p = 0.078). This finding implicates the role of the Cl−  442 
transporters in shifting IPSCs from depolarizing to hyperpolarizing when LLDp neurons 443 
were challenged with high intracellular Cl−  concentrations.   444 
 To determine whether depolarizing or hyperpolarizing IPSCs were more 445 
physiologic, gramicidin perforated patch clamp was implemented to estimate the native 446 
intracellular Cl−  concentration. sIPSCs were recorded while systematically changing the 447 
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membrane holding potential (Fig. 4H). Amplitudes of the sIPSCs plotted against the 448 
membrane holding potential were fitted with a line regression and extrapolated to zero 449 
current to determine the Erev (Fig. 4I). At a holding potential (−85 mV) close to Erev, both 450 
inward and outward sIPSCs were observed (Fig 4H), suggesting that LLDp neurons may 451 
receive inhibitory input on local compartments that have different Cl−  concentrations. On 452 
average, Erev was significantly more hyperpolarized (−88.4 ± 4.4 mV, n = 5) than the 453 
RMP (−66.8 ± 1.9 mV, n = 5, p = 0.011, paired t-test) (Fig. 4J). Based on the calculated 454 
Erev, the intracellular Cl−  concentration was estimated to be 5.2 ± 0.9 mM (n = 5). This 455 
suggests that under resting conditions, inhibition in the LLDp is hyperpolarizing.  456 
 457 
5. Contralateral synaptic inhibition reduces firing of LLDp neurons  458 
 To determine how the contralateral inhibition modulates firing of LLDp neurons, 459 
a somatic current injection (200 ms, 100 pA above threshold) was applied to elicit APs. 460 
Then, the intensity of a contralateral electrical stimulation (100 Hz, 200 ms, 20 pulses) 461 
was increased in a stepwise fashion during the current injection to elicit a range of eIPSP 462 
amplitudes from 0 (no contralateral stimulation) to maximal eIPSP amplitude. The 463 
number of APs during the contralateral stimulation condition was compared to the 464 
baseline condition (current injection, no contralateral stimulation) (Fig. 5A, B). eIPSPs 465 
were typically observed as depolarizing (n = 8), but could become hyperpolarizing over 466 
time (n = 3) (Fig. 5C). Contralateral stimulation reduced the number of APs and this 467 
effect was abolished by the application of inhibition blockers (Fig. 5D). The latency of 468 
eIPSPs averaged 6.0 ± 1.4  ms and could modulate the first AP, which occurred 15.6 ± 469 
3.6  ms after the current step onset (n = 11).  The spike probability during contralateral 470 
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stimulation was normalized to the control condition (no contralateral stimulation) and the 471 
eIPSP amplitude was normalized to the maximal eIPSP amplitude for each neuron. The 472 
normalized spike probability was compared between four different normalized eIPSP 473 
levels: control (no contralateral stimulation), low (normalized amplitude < 0.25), mid 474 
(0.25 ≤ normalized amplitude < 0.5), high (0.5 ≤ normalized amplitude < 0.75), and max 475 
(0.75 ≤ normalized amplitude ≤ 1.0). Overall, the main effect of normalized eIPSP 476 
amplitude was significant across amplitude levels (F(4,127) = 25.93, p < 0.001, two-way 477 
ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni), with normalized eIPSP amplitudes at mid levels and 478 
above differing significantly from control (ctrl: 1.00 ±  0.03; mid: 0.58 ±  0.60, p < 0.001; 479 
high: 0.61 ±  0.05, p < 0.001; max: 0.60 ±  0.03, p < 0.001). The main effect of polarity 480 
was also significant (F(1, 127) = 5.9, p = 0.017, two-way ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni), 481 
with hyperpolarizing eIPSPs resulting in lower normalized spike probabilities at high 482 
(0.46 ±  0.06, p = 0.002) and max normalized eIPSP amplitudes (0.49 ±  0.06, p = 0.002) 483 
when compared to depolarizing eIPSPs at the respective levels (depolarizing high: 0.76 ± 484 
0.07; depolarizing max: 0.71 ± 0.03). This suggests that as normalized eIPSP amplitude 485 
increases, hyperpolarizing inhibition reduces normalized spike probability more than 486 
depolarizing inhibition, even though both hyperpolarizing and depolarizing inhibition can 487 
reduce the normalized spike probability. Comparing the raw IPSP amplitude against the 488 
normalized spike probability (Fig. 5F), hyperpolarizing eIPSPs tended to be more 489 
effective at reducing spike probability than depolarizing eIPSPs, forming a contrast to 490 
nucleus magnocellularis (NM) neurons where depolarizing inhibition has a stronger 491 
suppression on cellular excitability than hyperpolarizing inhibition (Monsivais and Rubel, 492 
2001). 493 
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6. LLDp neurons have diverse cell morphology and are GAD65/67 positive 494 
To support our physiological observations, we examined the morphology of 495 

biocytin filled cells (Fig. 6A), the distribution of neuronal cell bodies (Nissl stain, Fig. 496 
6B-E), and GAD65/67 immunoreactivity in the LLDp (Fig. 6F-I). Bioctyin filled cells 497 
often had large somas and expressed a variety of dendritic branching patterns. Axons 498 
could often be observed projecting towards the midline (data not shown). Currently no 499 
classification of morphological cell-type has been generated for LLDp neurons, however, 500 
it is possible that morphological differences may have functional significance, such as 501 
certain classes of cells being directly responsible for the reciprocal inhibition, and other 502 
classes computing the ILD. Serial sections (50 µm) of a Nissl stain through the LLD 503 
(caudal to rostral, Fig. 6B-E) highlighted the large somas of LLDp neurons, which are 504 
located in the lateral portion of the LLD. The density of the large soma cells decreased 505 
towards rostral regions. Oligodendrocytes were prominent throughout the LLDp, which 506 
appear as darkly stained small cell bodies (Garman 2011), and were often aligned along 507 
putative fiber tracts (Fig. 6C). In the barn owl, GABAergic neurons are dispersed 508 
throughout the LLDp, with dorsal regions having a slightly higher population of GAD 509 
positive cells, and LLDp having more GABAergic cells and terminals than the LLDa 510 
(Carr et al., 1989). GAD65/67 immunoreactivity, visualized with DAB reaction product 511 
(Fig. 6F-I), was evident throughout the LLD and appeared slightly denser in the LLDp 512 
region compared to the LLDa region, with strong labeling of GAD positive terminals 513 
(Fig. 6f-i). The lamina between the LLDa and LLDp was prominent through mid-level 514 
sections (Fig. 6F-G), and the immunoreactivity was less strong at the dorsal region of the 515 
most rostral sections (Fig. 6I).  516 
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DISCUSSION 517 
The results of this study reveal that the synaptic inhibition in the LLDp is largely 518 

GABAergic, with the presence of functional glycine receptors in LLDp neurons. We 519 
report the first evidence of direct activation of the LLDp driving GABAergic inhibition in 520 
the other LLDp. This reciprocal connection is monosynaptic and can dynamically inhibit 521 
spiking in the LLDp, forming the cellular and circular basis for ILD coding. The 522 
inhibition is through a conventional hyperpolarizing mechanism, maintained by Cl−  523 
transporter KCC2. 524 

 525 
Transmitter types and kinetics of inhibitory responses 526 

In birds, the excitatory inputs from the auditory nerve bifurcate into two distinct 527 
circuits to encode ITDs and ILDs (review in Konishi, 2003; Ohmori, 2014). The use of 528 
GABA as the main inhibitory neurotransmitter is typical of these circuits. The reciprocal 529 
connection between the LLDp has been presumed to be GABAergic in barn owl, based 530 
on GAD immunoreactivity (Carr et al., 1989) and in vivo physiological experiments 531 
(Takahashi and Keller, 1992; Adolphs, 1993). Here we report the first evidence of direct 532 
stimulation of one LLDp driving GABAergic inhibition in the opposite LLDp. We 533 
observed minimal glycinergic components in response to contralateral stimulation, 534 
possibly because the contralateral LLDp may not be a major source of glycinergic input. 535 
The SON is a potential source of glycinergic input, as it has been shown to project to the 536 
LLDp in zebra finch (Wild et al., 2010), and possible SON projections to LLDp neurons 537 
in chicken have been reported (Westerberg and Schwarz, 1995). The role of glycine 538 
could be to maintain neural inhibition in the circuit if GABA is depleted (Fischl et al., 539 
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2014; Nerlich et al., 2014), or it could modulate GABAergic inhibition through cross-540 
suppression due to changes in Cl−  driving force (Grassi, 1992; Karlsson et al., 2011) or 541 
other signaling cascades (Li et al., 2003). 542 

Of particular importance is the time course of synaptic inhibition in the ILD 543 
circuitry, as there is a short window to compare coincident excitation and inhibition 544 
during movement of a sound source. ILD-coding neurons must be able to balance 545 
temporal aspects of the excitatory and inhibitory inputs, even though the inhibition must 546 
traverse at least one additional synapse. In the mammalian ILD circuit, the LSO receives 547 
fast, phasic inhibition that occurs rapidly enough to oppose excitation (Park et al., 1996; 548 
Tollin and Yin, 2005). The inhibition to LLDp must also transverse at least one additional 549 
synapse compared to the excitation, which imposes similar timing constraints to the 550 
mammalian circuit, suggesting that fast inhibition would be advantageous. The 551 
GABAergic IPSCs in LLDp neurons have similar kinetics to NA and NL neurons, which 552 
are relatively fast (Kuo et al., 2009). However, under high frequency physiological 553 
synaptic inputs, temporal summation of the inhibitory responses gives rise to sustained 554 
inhibition (Fig. 5C) (Tang and Lu, 2012). The temporally sustained inhibition could be a 555 
mechanism by which the ILD circuit overcomes the long inhibitory latency introduced by 556 
the distance between the two LLDp. In barn owl, such a role for sustained inhibition has 557 
been suggested, as focal blockade of GABAA receptors in the contralateral LLDp resulted 558 
in disinhibition of LLDp neurons across all ILDs (Adolphs, 1993), supporting that tonic 559 
GABA release could serve as a compensatory mechanism for inhibition that is slower 560 
than excitation.  561 
 562 
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Intrinsic regulation of the polarity of synaptic inhibition 563 
The internal Cl−  concentration of LLDp neurons is relatively low, similar to the 564 

avian SON (Monsivais and Rubel, 2001) and mature LSO neurons (Price and Trussell, 565 
2006), but in contrast to the high internal Cl−  concentration in NM and NL (Hyson et al., 566 
1995; Lu and Trussell, 2001; Monsivais and Rubel, 2001; Tang et al., 2009). The low Cl−  567 
concentration, maintained at least in part via KCC2 activity, supports that inhibition in 568 
the LLDp is hyperpolarizing. The polarity shift of the Erev observed in LLDp neurons 569 
does not generally occur during WCR in other neuronal types, in which the intracellular 570 
Cl−  concentration is dictated by the Cl−  concentration in the recording electrodes (e.g. 571 
Pusch and Neher, 1988; Lu and Trussell, 2001). However, a high Cl−  concentration in 572 
the intracellular pipette can maximize KCC2 activity, resulting in the deviation of the 573 
measured Erev from the calculated Erev based on the Nernst equation (Kopp-Scheinpflug 574 
et al., 2011; Yassin et al., 2014), suggesting that the ability of LLDp neurons to reduce 575 
the relatively higher Cl−  concentration imposed by the intracellular pipette solution could 576 
rely on KCC2 activity. KCC2 function may also be upregulated during periods of high 577 
inhibitory input, which could occur through a multitude of mechanisms, including group I 578 
metabotropic glutamate receptors (Banke and Gegelashvilli, 2008) and activation of 579 
serotonin receptors (Bos et al., 2013). Alternative explanations for the change in Erev 580 
include the run-down of GABAA conductances in well-dialyzed neuronal compartments, 581 
which would favor conductances through GABAARs in less dialyzed areas, as well as 582 
extrusion of Cl−  via chloride channels such as ClC2 when the electrochemical gradient 583 
for Cl−  is reversed (Review in Doyon et al., 2016).  The ability to maintain low 584 
intracellular Cl−  concentrations in LLDp neurons may be critical for the maintenance of 585 
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inhibitory efficacy. Although depolarizing inhibition could also reduce spike probability, 586 
it tended to be less effective than hyperpolarizing inhibition and introduced large 587 
fluctuations in the membrane potential, which could degrade the encoding of ILDs. 588 

 589 
Avian ILD circuit and hypothetical models 590 

We propose that the inhibition for ILD coding in the LLDp arises directly and 591 
primarily from the contralateral LLDp (Fig. 7A), through either the same neurons that 592 
encode ILD (one cell-type model, Fig. 7B), or from a second population of neurons in the 593 
LLDp (two cell-type model, Fig. 7C), resulting in only one additional synapse in the 594 
inhibitory pathway compared to the excitatory pathway. For the same neurons to both 595 
encode ILD and provide the reciprocal inhibition to contralateral LLDp neurons, IPSPs 596 
are likely to overlap with EPSPs, but may be delayed enough to not completely suppress 597 
firing and therefore unable to effectively encode the entire range of ILDs (Fig. 7B). A 598 
potential solution to this is a tonic inhibition, which could shift the baseline firing down, 599 
as shown in a subset of barn owl LLDp neurons (Adolphs, 1993). An alternative solution 600 
could be to have two separate principal cell types in the LLDp (Fig. 7C), with one 601 
population specializing in comparing excitation and inhibition to encode the ILD, and 602 
another population rapidly relaying the inhibition to the contralateral LLDp, further 603 
narrowing the timing differences, allowing for the full dynamic range of ILDs to be 604 
encoded. The requirement for fast arrival of the contralateral inhibition could occur 605 
through modifications of axon diameters and myelination, as in the ITD pathway (Seidl et 606 
al., 2010, 2014; Ford et al., 2015). Our data supports that inhibition in the LLDp is 607 
unlikely to arise from inhibitory interneurons that convert excitation from the 608 
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contralateral LLDp to inhibition (Fig. 7D), because the contralateral eIPSCs persisted in 609 
the presence of excitation blockers (DNQX, APV). Local inhibitory interneurons may 610 
exist in the LLDp and contribute to ILD encoding, but it is unlikely that interneurons 611 
drive the inhibition underlying the ILD computation. 612 

In the hypothetical models, a dorsoventral gradient of inhibition, but not excitation, 613 
could provide a topographic readout of ILD to create a space-map of sound location in 614 
the auditory midbrain. In barn owl LLDp, tuning of sound frequency is mapped in a 615 
rostrocaudal fashion, and the reciprocal LLDp connection preserves this tonotopy 616 
(Moiseff and Konishi, 1983; Manley et al., 1988). The ability to evoke IPSCs from 617 
contralateral stimulation in a coronal slice supports a rostrocaudal distribution of 618 
reciprocal projecting fibers in the chicken LLDp. Additionally, GAD65/67 staining was 619 
weaker at dorsal regions (Fig. 6I), which contrasts with the lower prevalence of GAD 620 
positive cells in the ventral LLDp in barn owl, allowing for the possibility of an 621 
inhibitory gradient in the chicken LLDp, with opposite direction in terms of distribution 622 
to that in barn owl (Manley et al., 1988; Carr et al., 1989). 623 
 In summary, as in the ILD circuit in mammals, the avian ILD circuit is 624 
constrained by the arrival time of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to LLDp neurons, due 625 
to the latency introduced by the longer inhibitory pathway. The robust monosynaptic 626 
inhibitory connection between the two LLDp helps minimize the detrimental effect of 627 
this latency on synaptic integration. However, the ILD coding in LLDp is also 628 
constrained by the slower GABAergic inhibition that dominants the avian auditory 629 
brainstem. Therefore, the LLDp may be better adapted for use of tonic inhibition for 630 
encoding ILD, allowing for a larger window in which excitation and inhibition can 631 
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interact, much like the mammalian dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (Ammer et al., 632 
2015) and in contrast to the mammalian LSO. Additionally, the possibility exists for 633 
modulation of the GABAergic inhibition via glycine, which could further compensate for 634 
the relatively delayed GABAergic input. Finally, LLDp neurons are well suited to 635 
maintain a low intracellular Cl−  concentration and hyperpolarizing inhibition, due at least 636 
in part to strong KCC2 activity, which highlights the different strategies employed by the 637 
avian ILD and ITD circuits.   638 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 793 
Figure 1. Synaptic inhibition in the LLDp is largely GABAergic. A. The LLDp (arrow) 794 
is located laterally within a 300 μm thick coronal brainstem slice with approximately 4 795 
mm between the two LLDp. B. The LLDp is readily identifiable as a heavily myelinated 796 
nucleus medial and slightly ventral to the semilunar nucleus (SLu) in fresh tissue slices. 797 
C. Schematic of the experimental setup highlighting ipsilateral recording site (blue, left), 798 
and medial electrical stimulation of fibers projecting from the contralateral LLDp. D. 799 
Bath application of gabazine (10 μM), a GABAA receptor antagonist, abolished the 800 
evoked IPSC (eIPSC), whereas the eIPSC amplitude was not affected by strychnine (1 801 
μM), a glycine receptor antagonist. E. Averaged traces of the eIPSC during control 802 
(black), strychnine (1 μM, blue), gabazine (10 μM, red), and wash (gray). F. In the 803 
majority of cells, eIPSCs were abolished by gabazine alone (n = 10) although 804 
occasionally an additional weak strychnine component was observed (n = 3). G-I. 805 
Population data of eIPSC amplitude, 20-80% rise time, and decay time constant (tau) for 806 
GABAergic eIPSCs (n = 10). For this and subsequent figures, mean ± SEM are shown.  807 
 808 
Figure 2. LLDp neurons have functional GABAA and glycine receptors. A. Schematic of 809 
the experimental setup highlighting direct puff application of receptor agonists to the 810 
recorded cell. B, C. In all neurons recorded, puff application of (B) muscimol (GABAA 811 
receptor agonist, 10 μM, red) and (C) glycine (glycine receptor agonist, 500 μM, blue) 812 
evoked IPSCs, which were blocked by their respective antagonists, gabazine (10 μM) and 813 
strychnine (1 μM). D. Amplitude of IPSCs did not significantly differ between puff 814 
application of muscimol ( n = 7), glycine (n = 11), or a mixture of muscimol and glycine 815 
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(n = 5), suggesting that GABA and glycine may interfere with each other. E, F. 816 
Spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSC, top, black) were pharmacologically isolated into GABAergic 817 
sIPSCs (E, red) or glycinergic sIPSCs (F, blue) with bath application of strychnine (1 818 
μM) or gabazine (10 μM), respectively. Averaged sIPSCs (bottom, thick lines) show 819 
distinct decay kinetics between GABAergic and glycinergic sIPSCs. G-I. Population data 820 
of sIPSC amplitude, 20-80% rise time, and decay tau. Population data for decay tau (I) 821 
shows significant difference between GABAergic (n = 3) and glycinergic sIPSCs (n = 3) 822 
(p = 0.008, ANOVA post hoc Fisher’s). For this and subsequent figures: *p < 0.05, **p < 823 
0.01, and ***p < 0.001.  824 
 825 
Figure 3. IPSCs can be evoked electrically or chemically from activation of the 826 
contralateral LLDp. A. Schematic of the experimental setup for electrical activation of 827 
contralateral LLDp, highlighting ipsilateral recording site (blue), and two stimulating 828 
locations: medial (left) and in the contralateral LLDp (right). B, C. Averaged eIPSCs 829 
from medial (B) and contralateral LLDp (C) stimulation in the same neuron. Note the 830 
larger amplitude and shorter latency in the medial eIPSC. Bath application of gabazine 831 
(10 μM, red) completely abolished both medial and contralateral eIPSCs. D-G. 832 
Contralateral eIPSC population data for amplitude, latency, 20–80% rise time, and decay 833 
tau (n = 10). H. Schematic of experimental setup for chemical activation of contralateral 834 
LLDp, highlighting ipsilateral recording site (blue), and direct puff application of 835 
glutamate in the contralateral LLDp (green, right). I. For a single neuron, puff application 836 
of glutamate (150 μM, 5-10 psi, 10 s) on the contralateral LLDp produced PSCs that were 837 
abolished by bath application of gabazine (10 μM) and strychnine (1 μM). Enlarged view 838 
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of PSCs are shown to the right during puff glutamate (top, green), puff glutamate with 839 
inhibition blockers (middle, purple) and wash (bottom, gray). J. Overlay of individual 840 
PSCs (thin lines) and their average (thick line) during control (left, black) and during 841 
glutamate puff application in the following conditions: ACSF (top), inhibition blockers 842 
(middle), and wash (bottom). K. Overlay of averaged PSCs. L. Cumulative probability of 843 
PSC amplitude shows that PSCs during puff glutamate (green) have larger amplitudes 844 
compared to control (black) and puff glutamate with inhibition blockers (purple) 845 
conditions in a sample cell. M. Distribution of PSC amplitude shows a bimodal 846 
distribution of PSCs during glutamate application (green), with a population of events 847 
greater than 100 pA, which is not seen in the control or during inhibition blockers 848 
condition. N. Cumulative probability of the inter-event interval (IEI) between PSCs 849 
shows a decrease in IEI during puff glutamate (green) and wash (gray) compared to 850 
control (black) and puff glutamate with inhibition blockers (purple). O-Q. Sample traces 851 
from three individual neurons with varying degrees of responsiveness to contralateral 852 
glutamate puff.  853 
 854 
Figure 4. Intrinsic regulation of the reversal potential (Erev) for Cl−  channels in LLDp 855 
neurons. A. eIPSCs from a sample neuron were inward initially (black) and shifted 856 
polarity (blue) during whole-cell recording. B. The eIPSC amplitudes are plotted over 857 
time showing that the shift occurred at about 8 min after whole cell recording began. C. 858 
Population data of eIPSC amplitude over time (n = 16). eIPSCs were largely observed as 859 
inward currents initially, but in many cells the current became outward over time during 860 
whole-cell recordings. The shift in polarity generally occurred within 20 min. D. After 861 
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the eIPSC became outward, bath application of furosemide (500 μM), a KCC2 862 
antagonist, returned the eIPSC to an inward current. Inset eIPSC traces correspond to the 863 
following conditions: control (a, 1 min), after the polarity shift (b, 10 min), and 864 
furosemide application (c, 28 min). E. The Erev during control (left), after the polarity 865 
shift (middle, + 10 min), and during furosemide application (right) was determined by 866 
stepping the holding potential from −113 mV up to −33 mV (increment of 20 mV) during 867 
whole-cell recordings. The dashed lines indicate approximately the Erev. F. Average Erev 868 
was 11.8 mV more hyperpolarized than control after the polarity shift (n = 5, blue) and 869 
returned near control levels during furosemide application (n = 5, orange). For the 4 out 870 
of 5 cells that were affected by furosemide, the Erev after the polarity shift was 871 
significantly different from control and furosemide (p = 0.036, RM-ANOVA post hoc 872 
Bonferroni). G. Schematic of experimental setup for gramicidin perforated patch 873 
recording, highlighting the gramicidin-containing internal solution (with high Cl−  874 
concentration, 145 mM) and native Cl−  concentration within the LLDp neuron. H, I. 875 
With gramicidin perforated patch recording, sIPSCs were recorded under different 876 
membrane holding potentials (−125 up to −45 mV, increment of 20 mV) to determine 877 
Erev. Individual and averaged sIPSCs are shown to the right. J. The calculated Erev for 878 
sIPSCs (n = 5) was 21.6 mV more negative than the average resting membrane potential 879 
(RMP) (p = 0.022, paired t-test). K. The calculated Cl−  concentration was relatively low 880 
(n = 5). 881 
 882 
Figure 5: Contralateral synaptic inhibition reduces firing in LLDp neurons. A. Schematic 883 
of the experimental setup, highlighting the electrical stimulation of the contralateral 884 
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LLDp (right) during whole-cell current clamp recordings. B. Schematic of the current 885 
clamp protocol used to evaluate the effects of contralateral inhibition on spiking activity. 886 
A depolarizing current step (200 ms, 100 pA above threshold) was injected into the cell 887 
body to evoke action potentials (APs). This was followed by or overlapped with a 888 
contralateral electrical stimulation (100 Hz, 200 ms, 20 pulses) for the baseline condition 889 
and the experimental condition, respectively. E+I: with overlapping excitation and 890 
inhibition. The intensity of the electrical stimulation was increased in a stepwise fashion 891 
to elicit 0 to maximal evoked IPSP (eIPSP). C.  Example of depolarizing eIPSPs (left, 892 
blue) and hyperpolarizing eIPSPs (right, red) in response to the contralateral stimulation 893 
(upper: single-pulse; lower: 100 Hz stimulation). D. The contralateral stimulation 894 
decreased the number of APs (top, right) compared to baseline (top, left). Bath 895 
application of inhibition blockers gabazine (10 μM) and strychnine (1 μM) (bottom, 896 
right) eliminated the effect. Stimulus artifacts from contralateral stimulation are truncated 897 
for clarity and shown in black. E. The normalized spike probability was sensitive to both 898 
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing eIPSPs during increasing contralateral stimulation 899 
levels. Normalized spike probability was significantly reduced during mid, high, and max 900 
normalized eIPSP amplitude levels, compared to control (n = 11, p < 0.001, two-way 901 
ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni). Normalized spike probability was significantly lower for 902 
hyperpolarizing inhibition (n = 3) than depolarizing inhibition (n = 8) at high and max 903 
normalized eIPSP amplitudes (p = 0.002, denoted by †). F. Normalized spike probability 904 
plotted against eIPSP amplitude of both polarities. The horizontal dashed line indicates 905 
50% reduction of APs and the vertical dashed line at 0 mV separates the hyperpolarizing 906 
(negative) and depolarizing (positive) eIPSP amplitudes.  907 
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 908 
Figure 6. LLDp neurons have diverse cell morphology and are GAD65/67 positive. A. 909 
Biocytin filled LLDp neurons have diverse morphology. Most cells have large somas, but 910 
exhibit different dendritic branching patterns. B-E. Serial sections (50 µm in thickness) 911 
of a Nissl stain through the LLD (from left to right: caudal to rostral). LLDp neurons 912 
appear more densely distributed at caudal levels, with the number of cells becoming 913 
sparser in rostral sections. A magnified view of an oligodendrocyte (arrow) is shown in 914 
the inset (C). F-I. Serial sections of a GAD65/67 stain through the LLD (left to right: 915 
caudal to rostral). Corresponding magnified view is shown below, highlighting the 916 
punctate staining of GAD positive terminals (f-i). GAD65/67 staining highlights 917 
segregation of the anterior and posterior LLD, with denser staining on the posterior 918 
portion associated with ILD coding neurons in chicken. At rostral levels, dorsal cells 919 
exhibit weaker GAD staining than ventral cells (I).   920 
 921 
Figure 7. Avian ILD circuit and theoretical models for ILD coding in LLDp. A. LLDp 922 
neurons receive excitatory input from the contralateral cochlear nucleus angularis (NA) 923 
and inhibitory input from the contralateral LLDp, and may also receive inhibitory input 924 
from the superior olivary nucleus (SON), which is driven by excitatory inputs from the 925 
ipsilateral NA. LLDp neurons predominantly send inhibitory projections contralaterally 926 
to the mesencephalicus lateralis, pars dorsalis (MLd), the auditory midbrain (Wild et al., 927 
2010). B-D. Models of the origin of reciprocal inhibition for ILD coding in the LLDp. 928 
The reciprocal inhibition could arise from (B) a single cell type which both encodes ILD 929 
and inhibits the contralateral LLDp, (C) two cell types, one which encodes the ILD (black 930 
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circle) and another cell type that is specialized for fast synaptic transmission and provides 931 
the reciprocal inhibition (red triangles), or (D) local interneurons that convert excitation 932 
into inhibition. In all three hypothetical circuits, a dorsal-ventral gradient of inhibition, 933 
but not excitation, could provide a topographic readout of ILD to create a space-map of 934 
sound location in the MLd. Hypothetical schematics of the timing of synaptic inputs 935 
(middle column) for EPSPs (blue) and IPSPs (red) show timing and amplitude for each 936 
model when (a) ipsilateral sounds are louder and when (b) contralateral sounds are 937 
louder. Hypothetical ILD curves (right column) based on the respective model circuit and 938 
relative timing of excitation and inhibition. The two cell-type model may offer a full-939 
range dynamic coding of ILD. (See details in Discussion).  940 
















